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IITTROIUCTION
This thesis has for its purpose the placing on paper
of those points in the promotion, supervision and construction
of concrete roads that have impressed themselves on my mind dur-
ing five years of constant study and v/ork in this line of endeav-
or while in the employ of the Universal Portland Cement Company.
For nearly three years I have been in charge of the Pittsburgh
office of the Promotion Bureau with from two to ten field men
under my supervision.
It is difficult to train a new man in the promotion of
roads in a short time without a manual, and it is with the thought
of preparing such a manual for young men that this thesis is writ-
ten. Those matters of construction which are standardized and
which can be found in printed form in publications of the cement
companies or the Portland Cement Association, or v/hich have been
standardized by the discussions of the national Conference on
Concrete Road Building have been only referred to and have not
been discussed in detail as the man may read for himself the
original puDlications.

2.
PART 1.
PIAMING, FIHAMCING, AHD ORGANIZIUG FORCES
FOR ROAD AND STREET IMPROVEMENT.
The development of communities forces upon the citizens the re-
sponsibility for concerted action in obtaining public improvements. Every
village has to a greater or less degree a system of public sidewalks, but
the improvement of village streets by paving has not progressed rapidly, A
macadam road v^ould keep the local communities, made up largely of small
tradesman, merchants, a banker and a group of retired farmers, out of the
mud. However, the automobile and the resultant growth of thru traffic have
transformed the village street from a local thoroughf£a*e affecting the farmer,
the merchant, and the resident to a portion of a thru route connecting large
cities or places of interest to the automobile tourist. Therefore a higher
type of road has been required. The citizens, each living on a wide ezpanse
of yard, have found themselves in no position to pay the expense of building
a road that would stand the tliru traffic. So they felt, and felt justly
that they were entitled to assistance from the state, county or tovvuship,
allowing them as a village to place their money in the construction of resi-
dential streets.
In New York the State Highway system has been built thru incorpor-
ated villages. In Pennsylvania state aid has in the past been given to
boroughs, but thru a technicality in the law it has been found necessary to
discontinue this practise until a new law could be drafted. Ohio has been
slow in allowing state money to be used within incorporated villages. This
permission, however, was included in the Cass Law passed by the legislature
of 1915. Where aid is furnished to the villages it is the usual practise
to assess against the abutting property or the village as a whole that portion
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of the cost of the road in excess of the width required outside of the bor-
ough. In New York the State Highway Department has taken, as the maxiraum
the cost of a
amotint that it will pajr/ a 16 foot waterbound macadam road, the incorporated
village paying for the difference between this amount and the total cost with-
in the village regardless of type of pavement placed.
The distribution of the cost of any improvement in a municipality
requires careful consideration. In a village all residents are interested
in the improvement of the main street, and although the abutting property
should pay a considerable portion of the cost, the village as a whole should
bear some of the expense. In a small town, a system for financing street
improvement should be adopted and a definite plan covering a period of years
be laid out. This would require both a careful investigation of the rela-
tive importance, and the division into at least four classes of the streets
in the town.
1. Main thoroughfares connecting large cities
2. Main business streets rot thoroughfares
3. Heavily travelled streets leading from centers of
population to main streets.
4. Residential streets.
Each class of street requires a different width of pavement de-
pending on the traffic, and each demands a different method of financing.
Yet justice to all citizens requires that the cost of the total improvement
be equitably assessed against the village as a whole.
Two plans suggest themselves: First, to build all the streets
from the funds raised by general taxation upon the property of the village.
Second ,to divide the cost between the village and property owners, assessing
the latter in proportion to benefits derived by them. For example, assume
a village of two thousand inhabitants where the average width of lot is 100

feet. This woiild be approximately equivalent to 400 families with a total
frontage of 40,000 feet, making a total of 20,000 feet of street to be im-
proved, not including intersections. Assume farther that intersections
amount to 10 percent of the above, making a total of 22,000 linear feet of
pavement required. Assume farther that of this 3,500 feet is on main routes,
3,500 feet on main business streets and 15,400 feet on residential streets.
A 50 foot pavement between curbs is sufficiently wide for the main routes,
while 26 feet can be used successfully on main streets, 24 feet on some of
the heavily travelled secondary streets, and 20 feet for residential purposes.
As 16 feet is the usual width of country road used on main thoroughfares out-
side the villages, it is proper to assiune for this discussion that the state,
cotinty or tov/n may be expected to pay for this amount of the main street.
It is evident that all property owners should pay for the same width of
street in order that the division may be just. It is, therefore,
suggested that an arrangement such as shown belov; might be followed out to
advantage by all such communities:
Portion Portion distri-
Total paid by buted to village. Percentage of to-
width of property state, county or tal cost paid by
street owners township property owners
Main Thoroughfares 50 feet 14 feet 16 feet 46.6
Main Streets 26 " 14 " 12 54.0
Secondary Streets 24 " 14 " 10 " 58.3
Residential Streets 20 " 14 " 6 " 70.0
Based on the cost of $2,00 per yard for the pavement the following tabula-
tion shows the cost to the property owner and to the village as a whole:
Property owner's Village
share share
Main Thoroughfares 5500 X 50 X 2 X 46.6^ =10,252 5500 X 50 X 2 X 54^11,880
9 9
Main Streets 55O0X 26 X 2 X 54^ = 10,296 3500 X 26 X 2 X 46^ 8,771
9 9

Secondary Streets 5500 X 24 X 2 X 58.3^al0,261 5300 X 24 X 2 X 41.7^ 7,339
9 9
Residential Streets 12100 X 20 X 2 X 70^ .18_j822 12100 x 20 X 2 X 30^ = 6,067
9 9
TOTAL 49,631 36,057
To build such a system requires time and often the legal limit of an indebt-
edness of the village is reached before the program can be consummated. This
condition must be faced and explained to the voter in order that he may know
that a definite plan of procedure is the basis for the work of the officials.
Unless this is done the completion of each individual street becomes a cause
for political bickering, unnecessary expense and unequal distribution of the
cost.
In cities other elements enter, but the same reasoning applies.
Since a considerable portion of the taxable property from which the county
and state draw their revenues is v.lthin the corporation limits of the cities,
and since the cost of hauling produce over country roads affects no one other
than the ultimate consumer living in the city, the city is not entitled to
aid in the construction of roads from the state or county. The city must lay
out its street improvenBnt following some definite schedule that takes account
of both original construction and resurfacing, repairing and rebuilding. The
age of most of our cities makes it exceedingly hard to lay out a new program
for pavement construction that is equitable to all property holders. This
condition is aggravated by the statutory limitations of indebtedness. The
most satisfactory method is the paving of streets by the city and the assess-
ing of the cost to the abutting property with the exception of intersections,
the city in turn assuming the entire cost for repaving. This last item is
logical, being justified by the fact that the traffic which wears out a pave-
ment in residential sections does not. originate on that pavement but at some
distance from it, and is drawn over it. It is not, therefore, the place of
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the abutting property ovaier to replace the pavement uhen wora out. The
city having such a policy must determine the best type of pavement available
which combines low maintenance with long life.
Of more importance to the community is the outlining of a policy
covering a period of years by the state, county and township in order that
a consistent building program may be outlined. Legal limitation of the
amount of tax that can be levied oy "Che authorities affects the amount of
improvement that can be built in any one year or over a period of years. In
construction of roads by county, tovmship or state, very often a small in-
corporated village will have a tax assessment so near the legal limit that
adaitional assessments cannot be spread upon the books of the county as a
whole and it becomes necessary to find a smaller unit which can ouild the
roads. This condition, however, is subject to revision by the legislature
and even though a community may find itself in such a position, it should
plan a road program, determine upon the method of financing and put it into
effect.
The roads must of necessity be divided into four classes:
1. llain mrket roads, v.hich connect large cities of
the state or follow natural channels of commerce
and which pass thru the co^onty under discussion.
2, Intercounty highv/ays, connecting either the county
seats of all counties or tne principal towns of
the counties.
2. County highways, which lead from various cities in
tne county to other cities, tiiereby forming a con-
tinuous good road to and between the principal
good markets.
4. Township roads, v^hich are the feeders branching out
to the farm not reached by the other systems.
To build such a system properly requires time. Many feel t^oat a large
state system results in taking from the local authorities the money that
could be better expended on the local roads, others feel that

large cities pay a considerable portion of the tax of the state for use on
and
road improvement/should have representation in the spending of this fund thru
the State Higii7/ay Department. This group is interested in the development
of the state as a whole rather than the development of the small unit, be-
lieving that it is the duty of the large city to assist in the improvement
of the poorer sections. It is desirable that the State Highway Department
have control of the first two classes of roads. It is just as necessary
that a considerable portion of the money be left at home and that the smaller
units, including the county and tov/nship be required to make some effort to
finance road improvements.
The method of paying for the improvement and the distribution of
its cost between property owners, the township, county, state and national
the
government will depend on local conditions and/relative v/ealth of the factors
mentioned. It is wrong to allow any man to have a concrete road pass his
property without the expenditure of money on his part and the amount that
he who lives on such a road pays should in equity be the same as his neighbor
pays wiio lives on a township road which has not obtained state or county aid.
In Ohio the expense of the intercounty highv.ay system is assessed against
individual factors as follows: State, 50 percent, county 25 percent, town-
ship, 15 percent, property owners, 10 percent, total, 100 percent. There
are several other methods of financing road improvement allowed by the Gen-
eral Code of Ohio, in which the property owner may pay from 10 to 100 per-
cent of the cost. In this discussion funds received as national aid may be
considered as state funds, as this money must be spent tliru the cooperation
of the state authorities and the Secretary of Agriculture of the United States.
If it becomes the duty of an individual to take the lead in inter-
esting the citizens of a community in good roads, there are certain points
which he must take into consideration. In certain sections, such as Ohio
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and New York, every one is alive to the advantages of good roads and the
only necessary work of the promoter is the putting into operation of a plan
for financing the -work. In other sections, such as central Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, it is necessary that a campaign of education be outlined
and put thru. Certain organizations will be found of assistance, among
which are chambers of commerce in larger cities, boards of trade, merchants
associations, automobile clubs, organizations of farmers and good roads or-
ganizations.
It is essential that the policies, plans and hopes of such organ-
izations be known before any definite recommendation is made either to the
officials or to the leaders. Often the officials would like to include a
good road program in their handling of public finance but have no knowledge
as to the proper method of starting it. An investigation of the financial
condition of the county or township of the villages and cities is of first
importance. Road laws and tax laws nnist be investigated and definite recom-
mendations formed which can be submitted to the proper persons. In every
community there are tv;0 or three leaders that can be depended upon to help
put thru a plan for highv/ay improvements, but unless they are approached with
a definite plan of operation little will be accomplished. The problem must
be attacked along broad lines and the success of the movement depends upon
the publicity given to it. If no definite plan of operation is laid down at
the start, no amount of publicity, letters, circulars, newspapers, or any
other printers ink will result in success. Proper financing of the initial
undertaking is essential in order that future work in the county may not be
crippled. The factors entering into the plan of operation may be classed
under the following:
1. State laws.
2. Assessed valuation of unit doing the work.
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3. Bonded indebtedness.
4. Late of expiration of outstanding bonds.
5. Allovrable millage.
6. Millage per year over a period of time to
take care of existing bonded indebtedness.
7. Millage available for road purpose by years.
8. Characteristic methods of finance in the community.
9. Levy upon taxable property versus bond issue.
10. Character of bond issue available and most economical.
11. Distribution of cost of roads.
12. Aid obtainable from national government, state, county
or other unit.
At this point a loiowledge of the state laws is necessary to insure
against difficulties after the program is launched that would stand in the
way of the consummation of the project. It is advisable to obtain from the
attorney for the county, provided he is interested in the good roads move-
ment, or from some other attorney conversant with the road laws, an opinion
as to the practicability of carrying thru the project. With the cleaning
up of the legal complications the next step is a definite recommendation to
the officials. It is to be assumed, of course, in the foregoing that a
statement of the financial condition of the political unit lias been received
from the county auditor or controller and the recommendation based on this
information.
If it is found advisable to issue bonds for the improvement a
study must be made of the various type of bonds. The tables given below
were presented by this office to the Washington County, Pennsylvania, Good
Boads Association, having been compiled by J. H. Anderson, Illinois, 1914,
and shows the cost to the county for various types of bonds. It is of inter-
est to note that the serial bond is the most economical type that can be used.
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TABLE 1
Rate of payment on $1,000,000 - 4-l/25^ - 20 year serial road.
bonds and rate of taxation based on 1915 valuation of $126,059,098.
PRINCIPAL OUT- PRIMJIPAL TOTAL
STAIOING AT IHTEREST FOR RETIRED YEARLY TAXATION CENTS
YEAR FIRST OF lEAR YEAR YEARLY PAYMEl^T RA.TE, MILLS per $100
1 $1,000,000 ^5,000 $50,000 $95,000 0.754 7.54
£ 950,000 42,750 n 92,750 0.735 7.35
9 900,000 40,500 It 90,500 0.717 7.17
A 850,000 38,250 n 88,250 0.700 7.00
6 800,000 36,000 It 86,000 0.682 6.82
6 750,000 33,750 II 83,750 0.664 6.64
7 700,000 31,500 It 81,500 0.646 6.46
8 650,000 29,250 n 79,250 0.628 6.28
9 600,000 27,000 It 77,000 0.611 6.11
10 550,000 24,750 .It 74,750 0.592 5.92
11 500,000 22,500 H 72,500 0.575 5.75
12 450,000 20,250 It 70,250 0.557 5,57
IS 400,000 18,000 It 68,000 0.540 5.40
14 350,000 15,750 tt 65,750 0.522 5.22
15 300,000 13,500 It 62,500 0.504 5.04
16 250,000 11,250 H 61,250 0.487 4.87
17 200,000 9,000 tt 59,000 0.468 4.68
18 150,000 6,750 ft 56,750 0.451 4.51
19 100,000 4,500 w 54,500 0.433 4.33
20 50,000 2.250 ft 52,250 0.415 4.15
TOTAL ^72,500 #1.472,500 11.681 116.81=$:
Above table sliov;s that the total cost in 20 years will be |1.17 per $100
of valuation.
Cost per acre of land assessed at $50 = 3 cents per year
n II farm •1 " Jj^SOOO = $1.75 per year
n n lot It " $500 = 29 cents per year
Average tax to retire $1,000,000 - 4-l/2^ - 20 year
serial bond issue » 58/100 mills per year.
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TABLE 2.
Rate of payment on $1,000,000 - 20 ;7ear - sinking fund bonds and
rate of taxation based on 1915 valuation of $126,059,098. 4-1/2%
interest paid on bonds and 3-l/2^ earned by sinking fund. oom-
pounded annually.
PRINCIPAL TAXATION
OUTSTAUDIKG lOTEEEST TOTAL TAXATION CENTS PER
AT FIRST OP FOR mR ON SIMINa FUND YEARLY RA.TE IN $100 OF
YEAR YEAR PRIMJIPAL PAYMEM? PAYMEITT MILLS VALUATION
1 $1,000,000 $45,000 $35,261 .10 $80,361.10 $0.6375 6-3/8
2 n It It It
II
3 M n •t ffl It II
4 « n It n It It
5 n tt It H n It
6 tt n It n w rf
7 It II n tt If
It
s n n
It tt ti It
9 tt II tt N It It
10 It It tt It It It
11 It It n It It It
12 It It M n II It
13 It H It It tt n
14 It II tt tt It It
16 tt It It H It It
16 H It tt tt m It
17 It n It n N tt
18 n It tt It It It
19 •t It It M II tt
20 It II It It tt tl
$900,000 $707,222 $1,607,222 12.75 127.5= $1,275
Total cost of a 20 year. sinking fund bond will be $1,275 per
$100 of assessed valuation.
Cost per acre of land assessed at $50 =3.2 cents per year
farm n n $3000 = $1.91 per year
•» w lot It II $500 = 32 cents per year
Average tax to retire $1,000,000 - 4-1/2^ - 20 year sinking fund
bond issue - 64/100 mills per year.
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TABLE 3.
Rate of payment on $1,000,000 - 4-l/2^ - 20 year annuity
bond issue, and rate of taxation "based on 1915 valuation
of $126,059,098.
PRIICIPAL OUT- PRIICIPAL TOTAL TAXATION TAXATION-CSHTS
STAITDING AT INTEREST RETIRED YEARLY IILTK IN PER $100 VAL-
YEAH FIRST OF YEAR FOR YEAR YEARLY PAYMEIJT MILLS UATION
1 $1,000,000.00 $45,000.00 $31,876.10 $76,876.10 0.61 6.10
2 968,12S.90 43,565.58 33,310,60 »• It II
3 934,813,30 42,066.60 34,809.50 II It It
4 900,003.80 40,500.15 36,376.03 n N H
5 863,627.77 38,863.23 38,012,85 If H It
6 825,614.92 37,162.65 39,713.43 n It It
7 785,901.49 35,365.54 41,510.54 n n It
8 744,390.95 33,497.57 43,378.51 H n n
9 701,012,44 31,545.54 45,330.54 II n n
10 655.681.90 29,505,66 47,370.42 11 n It
11 608,311.48 27,374.00 49,502.08 If n n
12 558,809.40 25,146.40 51,729.68 It n It
13 507,079,72 22,818,57 54,057.51 It It n
14 453,022.21 20,386.00 56,490.10 11 N It
15 396,532.11 17,843.91 59,032.11 N n It
16 337,500.00 15,187.50 61,688.60 It n It
17 275,811.40 12,406.50 64,469.60 II It It
18 211,241.80 9,505.40 67,370.70 It It It
19 143,971.10 6,469.10 70,407.00 •1 It It
20 73,564.00 3,312.10 73,564.00 II It II
$537 , 522 . 00$1,D00, 000 .00 $1 , 537 , 522 . 00 12.20 122.00=$1.22
Cost of a 20 year - 4-l/2^ annuity bond issue in 20 years will
be $1.22 per $100 of assessed valuation.
Cost per acre of land assessed at $50 = 3.05 cents per year
" farm " " $3000 = $1.83 per year
" " lot " " $500 = 30|- cents per year
Average tax to retire $1,000,000 4-1/2% 20 year annuity bond
issue = 61/100 mills per year.

If the improvement is financed by "bond issue, tlie life of the
bond must not be greater tMn the life of the road. Many states, counties
and to^a have found that they are obliged to pay interest and principal
on bonds issued for road improvement long after the road itself is worn out.
The character of the road v?ill materially affect the life of the bond. For
instance, a concrete road will undoubtedly justify the issuance of a 20 year
bond, as will also a brick road, but if the comraonity is to put all of its
available funds into macadam, five years should be the outside limit for
bonds. Where roads are built on borrowed capital, the only safe method is
to build the maintenance into the road. It is essential that this point be
brought to the attention of every official and leader before the financial
plan of operation is decided upon. Roads cost money and the earlier the
leaders plan to base their appeal on low maintenance and reasonable first
cost, the more chance there is for the acceptance of a road program.
Of equal importance with the financing is the getting together of
an organization capable of accurately forecasting the cost of the work and
seeing it tliru to completion. The amount of money necessary can only be
determined after careful siirveys, the cost of the preliminary engineering
being met by appropriation from the general fund of the county, township or
state. If necessary, or if it seems desirable, this amount caji be returned
to the general fund after it becomes available from the special fund.
The engineer in making the survey mast do more than obtain informa-
tion for a map, for the appropriation is based upon his investigation. This
demands that he show the location of all property lines, fence lines, houses,
barns, out buildings, telephone lines, etc., determine the original width of
the road and the encroachment of property owners. Investigation may show
that a portion of the road should be relocated to obtain either better grades
or easier curves. It is a mistake to reduce the grade of a road beyond
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that which can easily be negotiated by either teams or automobile trucks.
The eye appreciates continually changing grades in the same way that it
appreciates curves. Many men going into highway construction from railroad
construction have spent too much time and energy in obtaining a railroad
grade instead of putting the money into a better constructed road surface.
Estimates of the probable benefit or damage to the property should be made
in the field and checked after returning to the office. The responsibili-
ty for ascertaining the willingness of the land owner to agree to a satis-
factory settlement for new land required, rests on the shoulders of the
engineer. Too often this matter is allowed to wait until the contract is
awarded, resulting in dissatisfaction, delay and possibly a law suit. The
location of drainage structures and natural watercourses should be shown,
and reference made in the notes to the probable location of additional
structures. If tlie engineer has been a resident of the community for a num-
ber of years, he will know the condition of the particular road during the
winter or spring. If, however, he is a new man in the community, he owes it
to himself to locate by inquiry the bad mud holes in the road and at the
time of making the survey to ascertain the probable cause for this condition.
The survey having been made and the money having become available,
the question of letting the work by contract or the handling of the v,-ork by
force account under the supervision of the engineer must be faced. As a
general rule it is more economical for a community to pay a contractor his
profit to take the responsibility for the proper and expeditious completion
of the work, placing on the engineer the responsibility of seeing to it that
the contractor gives value received for the money. If, however, contractors
with experience are not available, and if the engineer is experienced in con-
straction work, or if the laws of the state allow the use of prison labor on
force account v.'ork and not on contract work, there will result a saving by
1)
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the adoption of the second method. Force account worlc demands that a high
class experienced man be retained to taice active charge of the field con-
struction.
As the greater portion of the work with which I have come in con-
tact has been carried on under contracts between the political unit and an
individual or a firm, reference will here be made to this method of carrying
on work. In Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia we are fortunate in that
all estimates on construction work are paid in cash, the actual money being
in the hands of the treasury official at the time the contract is awarded.
It is evident that less capital is required by the contractor when this me-
thod is followed than is necessary when he is paid in orders on the property
owners or in bonds which he must discount to pay his bills.
Niagara Falls, New York, had up until last year and possibly has
at the present time a system which resulted in increasing the cost of work,
A petition signed by property owners on a street or streets requesting pave-
ment having been brought into council, an order is entered for the receiving
of bids. The plan of financing the work is that the contractor shall build
the street, Mnety days after the work is accepted he receives 85 percent of
the total bid price in bonds which must be discounted before he can pay his
bills, the remainder being paid at a later date. This necessitates a close
relationship between the contractor and his banks and demands enormous capi-
tal to carry on the work. Such a system is wrong in principle and works a
hardship upon every one affected.
In determining the method of awarding contracts the economical
length of contract mast be taken into consideration. Good work has been
accomplished in Ohio on jobs ranging from l/4 to 20 miles in length but it
is evident that few contractors have the experience or ability to operate
efficiently more than two concrete mixers at one time. Where surveys are
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made in the late fall or early winter and estimates made up immediately so
that bids ne.y be received by March 1, one mixer should complete five miles
of 16 foot road in the working season. It would, therefore, seem that
long stretches might well be divided into sections of five miles or a multi-
ple of that figure, in length and the amount of work handled by one contractor
should depend on his ability to operate one or more mixers efficiently and
economically.
The payment of estinates at stated intervals is of utmost importance.
On the ordinary job the contractor must carry himself for about three months
before he receives an estimate sufficiently large to cover his payroll, and
it is not until he gets well along v/ith the work that his estimates will be
of sufficient size to carry the organization and pay for materials until the
next estimate is received. The engineers have not given the question of
monthly estimates sufficient attention,for many have felt that four or five
days delay imkes little difference. If a contractor uses 1,000 barrels of
cement per week in the construction of a concrete road on which he receives
five cents per barrel discount for cash within ten days after date of in-
voice, a delay of five days once a month in getting out an estimate may re-
sult in the loss of $50 per month to the contractor and may set him back so
far that he is unable to discount his bills from that time until the comple-
tion of the work. The date upon which the monthly estimate becomes availa-
ble makes little difference, provided that it is the same, month after month.
Ko public work can be carried on successfully without the coopera-
tion of the companies furnishing materials of construction and the extension
by them of credit to tlae contractor. In the past little protection has
been offered to the person furnishing materials on public work and it was
only with the passage of the Cass Act in 1915 in Ohio that the county author-
ities were required to -hold up payment upon proper notice from the creditor.
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To obtain the highest grade contractors and most lenient credit, it is
essential that the bonding companies be made responsible not only for the
satisfactory completion of the work but for the payment of the debts en-
countered by the contractors for materials and labor in connection with the
worlc. If there were in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York and West Virginia such
a law the quality of contractors bidding on public work would be raised, and
unreliable men with small capital who today are giving the coaraonities un-
satisfactory returns for their money would disappear. An objection advanced
to this method of protecting the firms furnishing material has been that the
bonding companies would grow careless in time and would not investigate the
ability of a man any closer than they do at the present time, but would raise
the price of bonds to take care of the increased loss. This does not seem
probable, particularly as in many states the bonding companies are subjected
to careful supervision by the courts.
To insure the rapid completion of the work the contractor must
look to his credit with material companies. Some take advantage of the dis-
count, many do not. Various excuses tiiat are given for this lack of fore-
sight on the part of the contractor may be summed up as follows:
1, Lack of office force to pay bills when due,
2. Lack of credit to allow borrowing from the bank
to finance the bill,
3. Lack of foresight.
4, Lack of realization on the part of the contractor
as to the amount saved by accepting this discount.
It l8 probable that the meager capital upon which many contractors operate
is responsible for the few v/ho take discount, but undoubtedly carelessness
and slipshod methods are a large contributing factor. If the contractor
does not remit within thirty days, the company naturally finds itself in a
position where it must make an investigation to satisfy itself as to the
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reason. Many contractors thru carelessness have placed themselves in a
position where their credit was impaired due to slowness of payment.
The same methods are found to apply in doing v.ork by force account.
Here there is no excuse for not taking advantage of the discount, as the
money is in the treasury subject to voucher of the proper authority. Often
It will be necessary practically to reorganize the method of handling the
bills in order that advantage may be taken of the discount. For instance,
the State Highway Department may be so slow in the handling of bills in
their office or so far behind in the payment of their bills that it becomes
impossible to put a voucher thru for payment within the ten day period. lEhey,
however, cannot look to the cement companies for additional time to take the
discount even though their credit be proven and the company knows the con-
dition. No company can afford to give discount unless the money is in
their hands within the ten day period.
The handling of work by force account has been very satisfactory
in a number of instances which stand out both for the quality of work done
and the amount accomplished. Wayne County, Michigan, the county in v/hich
Detroit is situated, has done practically all of its work since 1909 by
tliis method. Commencing as they did with the award of the work to contract-
ors, with a new material of which neither engineer nor contractor knew a
great deal, they made mistakes which proved costly. They found that they
were having difficulty in getting the contractor to understand their re-
quirement. It was decided to go into a long time road program and it was
decided that they would do the work themselves.
In Ohio this has not been the case. Here the authorities in
practically every instance have awarded the work to the lowest responsible
bidder and there have been times when insufficient stamina resulted in
accepting the bids from contractors known to be inexperienced and to lack

capability. In \7est Virginia force account work has been popular. Refer-
ence should be made to the work in Wood County, West Virginia, started in
1913 and carried thru 1915 by Burdette Woodyard, County Engineer. In this
time there were built 13 miles of concrete road, the quality and alignment
of which are second to none in tlie country. In 1916 Mr, Woodyard went from
Wood Cotmty to Roane County and there organized the work of grad.ing for the
concrete road system, but before any concrete was placed was recalled to
Wood County in the early part of 1917 to resume his work there. The Easton-
Allentown Road in Lehigh County, Pennsylvania, built by the Pennsylvania
State Highway Department, is another instance of force account v/ork which
was carried to a satisfactory completion. In each case, however, the
counties or states that have been successful with force account work have
had in their employ men who knew the construction problems, v/ho realized
that good results are worthy of careful concentration and who concentrated
on getting results. If a county or township or even a state has a compre-
hensive road problem covering a number of years with the money becoming
available year after year instead of a great amount at one time, the force
account system recommends itself, especially if able efficient contractors
are not at hand.
!Phe work must be properly organized from the office dov/n to the
water boy. Each man must know his duty and mast be peculiarly well fitted
to perform it. In force account work carried on by salaried men there is
not that incentive to save money that there is on contract work and it is
necessary for the men at the head of the organization to put this incentive
and enthusiasm into the minds of the subordinates. Ho broad statement can
be made concerning the relative cost of contract and force account work. If
the engineer carrying on the work by force account does not strike any
serious financial loss or any conditions such as slides, quicksand or water.
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he will probably do the work at slightly lees money than though let by con-
tract, but the majority of oases will shor;, I believe, that a county doing
its own work has no advantage over one letting the work by contract other
than possibly a little more uniform quality.
Summing up what has gone before, it is evident that a man goiiag
into promotion work must make a study of the problem before him, investigat-
ing the financial, political and economical side of each case that he takes
up. His work v;ill be v;ith the leaders of thought in the community and he
will find that he can be of great assistance to them in planning their or-
ganizations and carrying their program through to completion. He must
hold himself ready to go into all details of the work and to make a just de-
cision on the advantages to be derived by the expenditure of the money by
the comraonity.
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PiUT 11,
SELECTIOIT OF TYPE OP PAVELIENT
The decision on the part of the local authorities to make an
improvement is notice to the concrete road promoter to determine if the
v.'ork under discussion is fit for concrete. He must decide for himself
whether the coraraunity has any right to consider any other type of improve-
ment or not. In order to do this he must knew the local conditions of
traffic on the roads, the railroad facilities, the character of the local
materials and the character of the soil, the method of financing the pro-
ject, the amount of money available for the construction and for mainte-
nance. The above applies v;hether the improvement be on a country road or
a city street. Usually his investigation will show that the soil is such
that only a hard surface road can be expected to withstand the traffic and
not disintegrate under the effect of mud and water pulled upon it from the
side. A ten foot road may be peculiarly fitted to the location, or a
twenty foot road may be needed. Knov/ing the condition, he is ready to
make his recommendations.
In order that the method of presenting this matter may be clearly
understood, let it oe assumed that the presentation is being given to a
novice knov.ing little or nothing of concrete roads or concrete road construc-
tion. The first question that naturally arises is concerning the history
of the construction. It is of interest to follov; the trend of paving pro-
blems from macadam thru cobole stones laid upon the natural soil, cut stone
on rolled crashed stone foundation or on telford and finally to the use of
a mixture of natural cement, sand and stone for the oase, this base being

covered with other wearing surface. Some of these old natural cement
concrete foundations have been resurfaced time after time, while others
have gone to pieces, due to lack of care in choosing the material mixed
with the cement, or to changes of traffic requiring a heavier foundation.
The first Portland cement in the United States was manufactured by David
0. Saylor of Copley, Pennsylvania, in 1871 and the industry has grown un-
til the shipments from mills in the United States for 1916 were 94,508,000
bsorels. This industry has fostered a study of the use of concrete and
is largely responsible for the greater care now being employed in the
choice of sand and in the use of better mixing machinery.
The concrete base for a pavement has been so successful that it
needs no further description. But the question is asked v^hen and how
v/as
concrete/ first employed as a wearing surface to resist the abrasion and
impact of traffic. It is probable that the use of concrete can be traced
from two distinct sources, the one being concrete cross walks subjected
to the blow of wheels, and the other being the inability to obtain the ma-
terials for covering concrete base.
Reference should be made at this time to the pavement laid in
Beliefontaine, Ohio, where in 1890 wide concrete gutters were placed on the
street by the court house yard, behind v/hich were installed hitching racks.
The gutters were thus subjected to the continual pounding of horses' hoofs.
So satisfactory did they prove that in 1893 James Wonders, City Engineer,
decided to build a concrete pavement on the four streets surrounding the
court house square. The paving of two streets was completed in 1893 and
the remaining two in 1894. The pavement was 6 inches thick, of two course
construction with gravel concrete base and a cement-sand mortar finish.
Following the practice of sidewalk construction, the pavement was cut into
5 foot squares and the surface roughened by grooving and the use of the
re
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tooth roller. These pavements are, therefore, twenty-three and twenty-
four years old. Bellefontaine has grown from a small farming village to
a city of over 10,000 population. The longitudinal joints have, of course,
shown some wear due the abrasive action of steel tires, but the transverse
joints show very little v.ear. The pavement today is doing service and
with a maintenance charge totaling less than ^00 in this time, it is good
for another ten years. The next city to improve with concrete pavements
was Richmond, Indiana, which built a short alley in 1896, using much the
same method as that employed at Bellefontaine, Ohio.
After the United States Government assumed control of the Panama
Canal Zone, the first demand was for sanitation. Sanitation meant street
paving, and good street paving to the American engineer meant concrete base.
The original specifications called for a brick wearing surface on a concrete
base, but due to the lack of brick, a certain quantity of concrete base was
left open to traffic. So satisfactory was this experiment that it v/as de-
cided to import no more brick and as a result concrete was used to complete
the work.
Between 1893 and 1909 there v;ere communities that used a consider-
able amount of concrete paving, but it remained for Wayne County, Michigan,
to develop the country road construction to a point where it v/as proven v.ith-
out a doubt that it was an economical success and not an experiment. Follow-
ing the determination to obtain improved roads on the part of the most pro-
gressive citizens in Detroit, an investigation was made of traffic condi-
the
tions and/cost of maintenance on roads leading out of cities with population
similar to Detroit. It was shown that macadam roads built in the vicinity
of cities were an expensive luxury, and after the investigation it was de-
cided that Woodward Avenue, commencing at the city line should be paved v/ith
concrete. The idea here carried out, using transverse joints and placing

the concrete in slabs the full -width of the road and 25 feet long, has
been improved upon as time has gone on. Each year brings new development
in the construction. These ideas have been standardized until the present
specifications can be carried out to meet the most exacting local conditions.
This standardization of design for high quality concrete pavements has
brought to them an ever increasing number of advocates, v;ho have benefited
by the mistakes of the pioneers. The First and Second ^rational Conference
on Concrete Road Building did much to disseminate information concerning this
matter, but as proceedings of these meetings are in print, it seems unneces-
sary to discuss many of the well taiovm points brought out at this time. Tne
groY/th of "Che use of concrete by years is shown on the attached graph.
But it is asked v.-hy this pavement has proved so popular and
why if it costs more than -che various types of macadams the amount has in-
creased so rapidly. 'xTie answer is that -che ultimate cost for concrete pave-
ments is lower than for any other type of pavement at the present time.
This ultimate cost does not include first cost alone, but includes first
cost plus interest on first cost, plus maintenance. The table shown below
gives the cost for maintenance and the average first cost of various types
of pavements.
TABLE 4.
Ohio State Highvray Department figures used, which apply
to surface alone
#
Concrete Brick
1^8,750
768
397
Macadam
First cost plus interest
Maintenance
Interest on maintenance
Resurfacing macadam 3 times
Interest on resurfacing
Cost per mile in 20 years
|S1,000
646
333
$23,250
5,490
2,860
8,178
3,655
|531,979 $39,915 ^,433
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New York State Highway Department figures which include
ditches and shoulders as well as surface.
Concrete Brick Macadam
First cost plus interest |S1,000 ^8,750 4^3,250
Maintenance 2,450 3,3M 8,460
Interest on maintenance 1,263 1,725 4,450
Resurfacing macadam 3 times 9,210
Interest on resurfacing 4,120
Cost per mile in 20 years $34,714 ^,819 #4:9,490
Maintenance not figured for first year after completion of road
or for first year after resurfacing.
Ihe cost of maintenance is an item that must not he lost sight of,
because it is found that as soon as a community gets one good road, the de-
mand for increased mileage grows more rapidly than do the finances. !Ehis
being the case, it is necessary to select a type of road which will keep the
maintenance at a minimum and will allow the money to be put into new con-
struction. On the otlier hand, first cost may eat up economy. It is, there-
fore, necessary to so design the concrete road that it will combine economy
of first cost with low maintenance and long life. The maintenance cost
per mile
on the surface of the concrete road will vary between |30 and |SO/per year.
Reference to Table 5 below will siiow that the cost of maintenance in Ohio is
$29. Illinois reports $29.85 per mile in 1916 as a maintenance charge on
the surface of her concrete roads. Placed against this is the experience
of Connecticut, wiiere in 1915 and 1916, according to W. L. Ulrich, Superin-
tendent of Repairs, Connecticut State Highway Commission, the cost for con-
the
orete was $38,63 as compared with $585.16 oii/entire state system of other
types. Where then is there any justification in the use of material other
than concrete for the construction of highways?
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mBIE 5.
Ohio State Highway Department maintenance figures
for 1915 on pavement surface alone, not including
culverts, ditches or shoulders.
Concrete 107.11 miles # S, 639. 25 | 34.00 per mile
Brick 145,17 " 5,857.95 40.00 " "
Macadam 302.95 •» 110,970.85 366.00 "
Macadam resurfaced 121.49 " 311,188.79 2,726.00
Gravel 27.26 " 8,144.54 305.00 " "
Surface treatment
(Macadam) 113.81 " 58,201.24 511.00 " •»
H. E. Breed, First Deputy Highs^ay Commissioner of
New York State Highway Department gives the follow-
ing as the cost of maintenance in New York in 1915
for various types of pavement, including ditches,
shoxilders and culverts.
tt It
Brick 2S8 miles $ 41,640 |176.00 per mile
Concrete 64 " 10,830 129.00 "
Waterbound macadam 2298 " 1,295,000 564.00 " "
Gravel 192 " 110,900 577.00 » "
Bituminous macadam
(Penetration method) 2387 " 1,069,376 448.00 " "
In city streets the economies are just as marked. Not only is
the first cost reasonable, but the maintenance is slight and the only objec-
tion that has ever been made to the use of concrete on streets has been the
question of satisfactorily repairing cuts resulting from sewer and pipe
connections. This has been easily and satisfactorily taken care of by
care in cutting thru the slab and in replacing the concrete. Concrete
offers to the cities as well as to the country a pavement smooth, yet not
slippery, easy to keep clean, financially economical, and is, therefore, a
proper investment for any community to make.
i
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PART 111.
DEOIAILS OP CONSTHJCTION
The promotion of concrete pavements does not stop -with the
interesting of the public officials in the use of concrete. The promoter
must be able to formulate and write specifications and draw up designs
which will fit local conditions and will give the community a road as good
as he has promised. The Standard Specifications of the American Concrete
Institute may be taken as a basis for any concrete pavement work, but each
individual job requires special wording so that these specifications will
meet local conditions. Specifications must be distinct and should be
specific, so -chat there may be no point of contention after the contract is
awarded. At the same time the specifications should not carry in them
those matters which tend to make them recommended practice instead of speci-
fications .
It is right and proper that the engineer should specify the re-
sults he desires. It is right that he should specify the amount of steel,
the thickness, the spacing of joints, and the cnaracter of surface desired,
but he should allow the contractor to determine the methods employed to ob-
tain these results. Many specifications are not sufficient in detail and
leave entirely too much to the contractor. It is better that the engineer go
too far into the detail of specifications for concrete than that he stop short,
for the contractor is used to handling concrete for base, passing thru his
mixer a very lean mix, which, after being placed, is struck off with a shovel
to an approximate elevation. Concrete road construction demands different
methods and different organization of forces. There is a great
difference between the nicety demanded for finishing up a concrete
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pavement and the crudeness allov/able in placing concrete foundation. Tlie
engineer is interested only in one thing and that is results. He is inter-
ested in seeing the fills properly rolled and the cute properly made and
drained. The organization of the crew is a matter which should be left
to the contractor. He must work out the placing of the men to the
greatest advantage, otherwise in times sxich as "chese with the labor market
unstabilized by working conditions, he will find his work suffering. The
ability of a contractor to finish his work rapidly is a measure of his
success as a money maker.
The question of drainage is one that demands careful attention
on the individual job, and it is essential that the grading be carried thru
to the advantage of the contractor as well as to the advantage of the work.
The grading must be kept far enough ahead so that the subgrade can be
thoroughly compacted before the concrete is placed upon it. At the same
time it should not get so far ahead that the concreting crew cannot be used
for fine finishing of the subgrade should a delay occur at the mixer.
To the uninitiated the question of drainage applies only to the
finished road section. This is a mistake. Every job is a battle with
water from the time the first ground is broken until the road is finished
and accepted. Each requires different methods. Water on the subgrade is
the enemy of efficiency. It must be taken away rapidly and the suOgrade
kept in such a condition that hauling over it can be carried on a maximum
percent of the time.
Open ditches are, of course, the most usual methods of taking off
surface water. In a heavy clay soil in a flat prairie country they are
sufficient, but in mountainous country where there is continual slipping of
the hillside resulting in the closing up of the ditches other methods v/ill
have to be employed. At the time of excavation the engineer and the
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contractor owe it to themselves and to the cormiunity to locate wet water
springs that appear and to so design their drainage system that the water
will be carried off as soon as it appears.
The condition met on the Thorns Rim & Oakdale Road, Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, may be cited as an example. The contract for this
road was awarded in 1914 and the grading started. In 1915 the concrete
was placed. The soil was shale overlying and between coal measures. On
one section it was found impossible to keep a ditch open during construc-
tion. Here a French drain was placed, the water being carried across the
road. The subgrade varied from heavy impervious clay to culm taken from an
adjoining waste bank. The clay was so impervious that though the French
drains crossing the road came to points 8 to 10 feet above the weep holes
in the retaining walls they would not satisfactorily drain the fill and
it became necessary to dig post holes from the top of the fill to the weep
holes filling these with stone in order that the drainage might be taken
care of. As soon as this was done an outlet v.as formed and the suDgrade
dried up rapidly.
The use of longitudinal drains under such conditions as these is
essEuitial, first, because they remove the water before it gets to the road,
and second, because they liave a tendency to lower the hydraulic gradient
in the vicinity o± the drains, thereby guaranteeing against a saturated
subgrade should the side ditches become filled. Tne location of
tnese drains in hilly country should be on the upper side of the road*
On the lower side longitudinal ditches will be satisfactory. Transverse
drains should carry the water from the longitudinal drains to the outlet and
take care of water coming down small natural water courses or seams in the
rock strata. This is also done to advantage by the use of Y drains placed
with the apex pointing up hill. On side hill work it is often impossible to
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handle the water coming down the hill in one ditch and secondary ditches
are therefore resorted to. They are to take off surface water and should
be out at such a height as will make them most efficient.
One of the greatest causes of trouble has been impervious strata
overlayed by gravel or other water bearing strata, The water soaking down
to the top of the impervious strata results in soft, spongy subgrade con-
ditions. The engineer, inspector, and contractor owe it to themselves to
locate such places as the excavation proceeds and to drain them before the
concrete is placed. In clay fills behind retaining walls a method has to
be employed such as that referred to above.
In many instances stone, cinders, gravel or whatever material is
at hand is dumped into the hole instead of the hole being drained. This
material is called subbase and an engineer sometimes states that it is put
in in order to obtain a foundation. A little drainage would have been
much more efficient and v/ould have given the road a uniform bearing from
end to end that is not possible by the use of subbase. Experience with
subbase leads me to believe that it is rarely, if ever, advantageous under
any condition, for, unless carefully drained, it forms a reservoir, drawing
the water under the pavement from the side.
The same oojection applies to the use of a single line of tile
under the road. Some engineers, notably, A. N. Johnson, Consulting Engi-
neer of the Portland Cement Association, recommend this type of construction
under conditions^as exist in prairie soils where the hydraulic gradient
cannot be kept much below the concrete, believing that in so doing they
guarantee a dry center and a better road. It has alv,ays been my contention
that water can get in only from two directions, first horizontally and
second, vertically. The water that gets in vertically can come only from
rains which fall on the pavement and on the adjacent shoulders. If a drain

is placed in tlie center of the road, this water must be drained under the
pavement to get away. The water which comes in horizontally usually will
be fotmd to follow down an impervious layer of either clay, hard pan or
rock and this water can be stopped by transverse drains. It is better to
locate the source of the water and get it away from the road than to
theorize as to the location of drains.
One of the problems which presents itself to road builders in
hilly or mountainous country is that of slips, and this is so closely
allied to drainage that it should be mentioned at this point. Slips as
known in the states of Ohio, Hew York, Pennsylvania and West Virginia may
range from small amounts of earth slipping in and filling up a ditch, to
the movement of a whole hillside. Regardless of their extent or of their
seriousness, the usual experience is that an impervious layer of stone,
shale or hard pan is responsible for tlie start of such a slip or that a
stream of water has found its way thru the earth toward the base, result-
ing in the disrupting of equilibrium and the slip. Each slip requires
special study to determine the best way to overcome it. Three methods may
be suggested at this point. The first consists of excavating a ditch
around the line of the break and dovm the edge of the moving mass, the ditch
from
being carried as deep as is practicable, thereby cutting off/the slip all
surface water and tending to draw out some of the water that is moving alcng
the sliding surface. The second consists of drilling holes thru the
slipping material into the impervious strata and shooting v/ith dynamite or
black powder, thereby breaking up the surface strata sufficiently so that
the sliding material finds a grip. The third method consists of driving
piles or casings into the rock mass below the slip, thus holding the slip
by artificial means.
There is no doubt that certain clays expand when they become wet
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and if their volume is reduced by rolling when plastic they will return
to their original volume at a later time. It is evident, therefore, that
certain clays can be rolled entirely too much. The only requirement for
a subgrade is that it be uniform in order that the slab may have a uniform
bearing and it makes little difference -whether this subgrade be uniformly
wet, uniformly dry, uniformly hard or uniformly soft, except that a wet sub-
grade will heave with the action of the frost. A properly made fill is
not detrimental to tlie life of a concrete road as long as the fill settles
uniformly. In cuts it is necessary to be careful to obtain uniform bear-
ing. This is particularly true on hillside construction where it becontes
necessary to v.iden the road. The tendency is to do this by throwing the
earth over the side. This is dangerous. The concrete should be placed
as close to the hill as possible in order to insure a uniform bearing.
This can be improved upon by widening out the earth shoulder and keeping
it well maintained.
In sandy soils another condition exists. This material cannot be
rolled because of its inability to remain stable under such treatment. The
best that can be done with a sand subgrade is to level it up, wet it down
thoroughly and place the concrete upon it, laiowing that the holding power
of sand is uniform.
The most trying condition confronting the engineer is the placing
of a concrete road on an old macadam road that is too narrow for the traffic
and is full of holes and ruts. The tendency is to level up the road 1^ith
earth, fill out along the sides and place the concrete. This results in
settlement, then longitudinal cracks, and finally increased maintenance
charges, all of which could have been overcome had the proper precautions
been taken at the proper time. Ho matter how good the macadam road upon
v/hich the concrete is placed, the surface should be scarified and the road
el.
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leveled, guaranteeing a uniform subgrade for the concrete.
This suggestion is often met by the question of the advantage
gained in comparison with the expense involved. Main market road Ko. 1
in Huron County, Ohio, is a living example of the fatality of placing a 16
foot concrete road on an old 12 foot macadam which is extended by piling
sand up against it without distributing the stone. A longitudinal crack
appeared in this section the following spring, but where the macadam was
scarified and spread over the whole road no crack appeared. Uniformity is
demanded for successful subgrade construction for aijy type of pavement.
The quality of materials to be used in the concrete is the next
important feature to be faced. It goes without saying that the cement
shall be Portland cement, meeting the Specifications of the American Socie-
ty for Testing Materials adopted September 9, 1916. The manufacture of
Portland cement is no secret and all are free to test it to insure a pro-
duct meeting specifications. Concrete is not made of cement alone, but
is a manufactured product made up of cement, sand, stone and water mixed
in a machine controlled by a comparatively inexperienced operator. The
demand, therefore, is for better concrete aad for concrete with uniform
strength to resist the enormous traffic strains brought upon it. So
important is the demand for uniformity and high quality of aggregates that
Sanford E. Thompson, Consulting Engineer of Boston, is responsible for the
statement that if there were only sufficient money available to investigate
one material going into the concrete it would not be the cement but the
sand. The investigations of D. A. Abrams, Professor in Charge of the
Structural Materials Laboratory, Lewis Institute, Chicago, Illinois, on
impurities in sand and cause for low strengths of concrete prove the
necessity for further investigation and care in use of materials in the
field.
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It is important that the engineer make a thorough investigation
of Ms local aggregate deposits or of the material that can be shipped in,
in order that he may tell the contractor who wishes to bid upon the work
the character of mterials available. Although to the engineer gravel is
an inert naterial which can be either accepted or rejected, to the con-
tractor a car of gravel or sand is an expense xintil it is in the work and
he receives his remuneration. It is, therefore, necessary and only fair
to the contractor that he be given the benefit of the engineer's knowledge.
The engineer owes it to himself, to the progress of the work, and
to the contractor, to inspect this material before it is on the ground
ready to be placed in the mixer. Carload sampling is not only success-
fully cso'ried out in many instances, but will give results which are suffi-
ciently close to allow the acceptance or rejection of the material. The
engineer is as much interested in the rapidity of carrying on the work as
is the contractor and he should be interested in seeing that his inspec-
the
tions are carried on at a time which will mak^disposal of rejected mater-
ials as inexpensive as possible to the contractor.
Of equal importance with laboratory tests are the instructions to
the inspector in the proper field tests which may be used to check mater-
ials as received. For instance, a hardness test on rock coming from one
quarry will show much concerning the quality, while a washing test on sand
will help to reject the worst material or will allow the holding of other
material pending laboratory investigation. Sand in its natural state
varies greatly even though taken from the same pit, river or creek. The
difference, liowever, for any one source of supply provided it is passed
thru an up-to-date washing plant is not large, and objectionable material
will usually be caught by a rough field test.
In the Pittsburgh district the question of proper water requires
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iznusual thought and attention. All of the water found in the streams is
not satisfactory for concrete, as the sulphur contained is high in those
streams draining coal mines or culm piles. Water must be free from acid,
manure or sewage to obtain the best results.
The quantity of water is an important matter and tests would indi-
cate that it is as reasonable to specify the amount of sand, cement and
stone to be used and to neglect to specify the amount of water as it is to
specify the amount of water, sand and stone and neglect to specify the
amount of cement. It is impossible to write standard specification that
will cover the amount of water required, but on individual work this can be
and must be regulated so that each batch will be of the same consistency as
the one before and the one after it, thereby allowing uniform hardening of
and
the CO ncrete_/ reducing the tendency of the surface to check.
The American engineer has tried for many years to obtain some
basic method for figuring strains in concrete road slabs. They have been
designed as plain and cantilever beams; crowned subgrade and flat subgrade
having been used. Roads have been built with reinforcement and without,
the reinforcing varying from rods placed at intervals of from 12 to 18
inches to fabricated metal. Some of the early work was reinforced with
fence wire.
An analysis of these ideas would show that the logical design for
a reinforced concrete road consists of placing sufficient metal in the con-
crete to keep cracks from widening should they develop, but to reduce this
metal to a minimum. Undoubtedly if the thickness of the slab were in-
creased and sufficient reinforcing placed both in the top and bottom of the
slab, a road could be designed that would not crack. Economical consid-
erations, however, make it advisable to use the present standard design
rather than to reinforce against all cracking.
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At this time the question of joint design should be discussed.
During the past five years every type of joint has been used from the one-
inch board which was placed across the pavement, later withdrawn, and the
joints poured with pitch or other bituminous material, to the present pre-
raolded bituminous joint filler. The wide joint between slabs filled v/ith
preraolded material is not satisfactory, nor is it effective, for at the
time of maximum expansion in the spring at comparatively low temperatures,
this material is not plastic, and instead of serving as a cushion to take
up strain, serves to lubricate the joint. The principal duty of joints is
to allOTft- the slabs to readjust themselves in order that inequalities of
subgrade may be taJcen up.
The use of steel joint plates was originated by Wayne Coimty,
Michigan, Road Commissioners, with the belief that the steel would protect
the edge of the concrete and keep it from wearing under the action of
traffic. Experience demonstrates that the use of joint plates does lower
the maintenance charge. However, on country road construction where the
appearance of a strip of tar across the pavement at the joints is not ob-
jectionable and where the concrete must be maintained year after year with
a little tar, it seems unnecessary to use joint plates. This reasoning
does not apply to city streets, for here appearances materially affect the
sale value of the abutting property and the engineer designing the pave-
ment is responsible to the property owner for the best pavement that he can
place. Under such conditions joint plates and heavy reinforcement should
be used.
The success and rapid completion of the work depend on the order-
ing of materials so that they will be on hand when needed. At the time of
planning the work the contractor contracts with material companies for his
requirements. These firms agree to deliver the materials f.o.b. cars
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destination. Delays caused by inability to get cars moved when needed
must be balanced against the added expense resulting from the storage of
materials on track or in stock piles. The manufacturing companies receive
telephone calls every day during the construction season from customers who
have forgotten to order materials until they are entirely out of stock and
have to close down the work. This is a leak which can soon eat up the
profits.
The ability to obtain labor and teams will affect the method of
handling the naterials from the car to the road. The careful contractor
will look into the use of cement in bulk. Williams & Little Company of
Cleveland, Ohio, report exceptional success in handling the cement from the
cars to the work and on the work in bulk. This cement is shipped from the
mill in box cars lined with paper and equipped with grain doors. The car
is opened and the cement shoveled from it into the wagon boxes with the aid
of a steel coal chute. When the floor of the car is reached the grain
door is taken out and a small skip on v.heels takes the place of the shovel.
One man operates this skip, driving the nose into the cement near the floor
and filling it with a winged hoe. When the cement reaches the work it is
unloaded into boxes containing 50 to 60 cubic feet with scoop shovels and
coal chute and from them into wheelbarrows. Not only do the contractors
gain two cents per barrel on the price of the cement but they also gain from
two to three cents per barrel by handling it in this manner.
The handling of sand, stone, cement and water on the site of the
work, using a portable mixing plant, is entirely different from the handling
of materials on building construction v;here the plant remains stationary.
On road v/ork a mixer equipped with chute, or boom and bucket keeps backing
away from the finished road. Aggregates, therefore, must be on the sub-
grade or just off the subgrade where they are within easy reach of the
'.0
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concreting crew. Strange as it may seem, very little advanceiafiait has
been made in the handling of materials on road v;ork. True, the automo-
bile truck has made the long haul less expensive than it v/as with teams,
but even though the material be hauled to the job, it is dumped on the sub-
grade where it must be picked up by hand in order to be placed in the mixer.
A method which has proven economical on many jobs is found in the use of
industrial cars, each car holding one batch. Hae cement and aggregates
are each placed in a bin and as the car passes under the bin the proper
amount is measured out. At the mixer the cars are dumped directly into
the loading hopper, doing &way with all hand labor. The scarcity of la-
bor which we are facing for 1917, and the demand for good results requires
turning from hand work to the use of machines.
The proportioning of aggregate is closely connected with the
history of specifications. As mentioned before, the Bellefontaine, Ohio,
pavements were of two course construction using a 1:2:4 gravel concrete
base and a 1:2 sand mortar wearing surface, the sand containing a consid-
erable amount of material ranging from l/4 to l/2 inches in size. This
larger material has aided the concrete to withstand the tremendous traffic
that has come upon it. It is evident that had this pavement been finished
with a mortar made of cement and fine sand without any coarse a^regate in
the surface to withstand the blow and abrasion of traffic, the condition
would not have been as satisfactory as w© find it at the present time.
As concrete road construction has passed thru the experimental
stage the specifications have changed. In 1911 the State Commission of
Highways of New York awarded a large mileage of road on a specification
calling for a concrete pavement mixed one part cement, two and one half
parts sand and five parts of coarse aggregate, this concrete to be covered
by a bituminous surface treatment. In the southern tier of counties.
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particularly in southwestern New York, the use of a very poor shale gravel
was allowed, resiilting in the failure of the pavements soon after they were
placed. It had been expected that the thin bituminous top would protect
the concrete from the wear and that this design of pavement would prove
economical as long as the top was maintained. Experience showed that this
idea was fallacious and that even tliough the surface w»s covered viith a
bituminous treatment the concrete must be of high quality to withstand the
strains coming upon it.
In Ohio the 1912 specifications were based largely on the Specifi-
cations of the American Concrete Institute for that year. There were
communities that used a 1:2:4 mix and that seem to have obtained very satis-
factory results. Each year has seen the specifications for concrete roads
added to until the specifications of the Ohio State Highway Department now
are worthy of study by all engineers. Pennsylvania, accepting the exper-
ience of others, used a l:l|-:3 mix or a 1:2:3 mix depending on the coarse
aggregate. The United States Department of Agriculture, Office of Public
Boads and Rural Engineering after building the experimental road at Chevy
Chase, Maryland, recommended a mixture of l:l-|-:3 for use on the Ifeitional
Pike where the coarse aggregate was pebble, and l:l:|-:3 where the coarse
aggregate was crushed stone. The American Concrete Institute Specifications
for Concrete Roads, Streets and Alleys have been the acknowledged standard
for a number of years. The Institute is peculiarly fitted to offer to
engineers of this country a specification for concrete roads insofar as it
has in its membership men wtio make a special study of the use of concrete.
No discussion of specifications v;ould be complete without a dis-
cussion of proportions giving the best satisfaction. Much has been said
concerning the relative merits of l:li-:3 mix, 1:2:3 mix and a 1:2:4 mix.
Experience shows that a mixture accepted for an individual community will
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depend entirely on the aggregates available. With a good sand, a mortar
mixed in the proportion of one part cement and two parts sand is suffi-
ciently strong to resist the impact and shear of traffic. As great an
amoimt of coarse aggregate as practical should be incorporated in the con-
crete if we are to have in practise as well as in theory a stone road
Donded V/ith cement-sand mortar. With certain aggregates a 1:2:3 mixture
is recommended, particularly where there is little material passing a 3/4-
inch screen, or where the material is angular and hard to handle, such as
is the case with certain kinds of trap rock and with blast furnace slag.
A 1:2:4 mixture may be used in unusual conditions but experience shows
that with the addition of four parts of stone to a 1:2 mortar there is a
tendency for the formation of stone pockets, and if the material runs
high in fine particles, the proportions are changed from a 1;2:4 to nearer
a liZ^i^, Where pebbles are used it will be found that there is suffi-
cient sand in the material as received to allow the use of a proportion of
l:l|-:3, or possibly a l:l:3i- mixture. It goes without saying that the first
requirement for mortar is strength for holding the stone in place. Unless
sand of the proper quality is used we cannot look for satisfactory results
and any tendency toward the reduction of the araotint of cement in the pave-
ment will result in so weakening the mortar that tnere will be displace-
ment of the coarse aggregate.
The mixing of the materials is of vastly greater importance that
has been the current belief. The engineer has felt that it was necessary for
him to watch the amount of cement used and if he could show that the proper
amount of cement went into the work, he felt that any unsatisfactory results
were chargeable to some unknown factor wuich he could not locate. Because
the method of handling has been responsible for much unsatisfactory con-
crete work, no contractor should be allowed to bid on any concrete road
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or street paving unless he can satisfy the engineer that he will furnish a
batch mixer equipped with either boom and bucket or discharge chute. A ma-
chine which will mix over a tv.o bag batch is not desirable, as the ability
to obtain labor to keep it constantly at work is questionable.
The details of placing the concrete and finishing it have been
discussed so often that it hardly seems necessary to go into the matter at
this time. There are, however, a few interesting points that might be
raised. The relative merits of the boom and bucket and the chute have
caused much discussion. Experience shows that there is segregation of the
mortar where the boom mixer is used if the material is mixed wet and the
batch dumped onto the surface of the road. Segregation also results if
the chute on the mixer is not tilted at a sufficient angle or if the im-
proper amount of water is used. The chute has one great advantage in
that the materials are placed on the subgrade v/here wanted with the mini-
mum handling. For the pavements in which reinforcement is used a dif-
ferent type of chute is required than for the single course pavements, as
the bottom course must be placed followed by the top course. The chute
on the Foote mixer is peculiarly fitted for this type of construction as
at various points from the bottom to the top there are traps which allow
the material to pass down vertical spouts to the road. It is, therefore,
possible to concrete for a distance of 15 feet without moving the mixer.
In 1912 when concrete roads were first introduced into Ohio, a
tamping strikeboard was developed which has been in continual use since tiiat
time. In other conrounities the striking off has been done with a light
template. When the consistency of the concrete is so dry that some tamp-
ing has to be done in order to bring the water to the surface or if blast
furnace slag or crushed stone is used, it is essential that the concrete
be compacted to insure uniform density. The tamping strikeboard usually
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consisting of three pieces of 1 X 8's, one on the flat and two vertically,
has proven an economical method of obtaining the best results. The Baker
finishing machine designed by R. D. Baker, contractor of Detroit, Michi-
gan, in 1914 and perfected by him in 1916 is successful. The machine ^due;
to its -weight and its construction, has a tendency to compact the pavement,
giving a dense surface to resist traffic.
The striking off of the concrete is the first operation which
materially effects the riding quality of the pavement. It is, therefore,
of importance that this part of the work be done carefully. The history
of finishing the concrete pavements is much like the history of other de-
tails, having grown out of the practises used in concrete sidewalk con-
struction. In finishing concrete sidewalks, wood floats were used. On
concrete roads it became evident that the steel trowel finish was not de-
sirable and the use of the wood float was continued. The scarcity of
labor during 1916 brought to the attention of contractors the necessity for
obtaining labor saving devices, which resulted in the suggestion of the use
of a canvas belt for finishing the concrete. This belt is drawn over the
surface transversely to the center line after the concrete is struck off.
Many pages of discussion have been covered in connection with
joints. This matter has been alluded to earlier and it is only necessary
to state here that the strength of concrete such as used in concrete roads
should be in the neighborhood of 3,000 pounds at 28 days, and the results
obtained by the New York State Highway Department shows that much concrete
has a strength of nearer 5,000 pounds per square inch. This being the
case, it is evident that we need not fear crushing set up by internal pres-
sures due to expansion, provided those pressures are applied normally to the
joint. Where the joint is not perpendicular to the surface of the road
it is to be expected that there will be slipping and crushing. Engineers,

therefore, are more and more coming to the conclusion that the near future
will see mar^r roads built without joints.
The curing of the concrete is the last of those details of which
all are so important in obtaining a road that will be the pride of the con-
tractor and engineer, each requiring care in its proper completion. Curing
requires proper sprinkling, proper covering and the closing of the road to
traffic for at least fourteen days. This should be a miniraom in the summer,
but in cooler weather the time should be extended. Often it is desirable
to leave an earth covering on the surface of the road in order to protect
the surface from the abrasion of traffic for a time. The drying winds of
summer combined v/ith the high temperature tend to evaporate water from the
concrete. If the proper consistency is used we must add water to the con-
crete during the curing in order to overcome this evaporation. The reason
for the general acceptance of a covering of earth which is kept wet is that
it seems to be the most feasible method. The ponding of the surface by
building dikes has been used successfully in California, but has not been
in general use elsewhere. Any metliod that will keep the concrete moist
from the time it is placed until it has hardened will be satisfactory.
Little has been said concerning city streets, the reason being
that in Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and New York, the territory in
which the Pittsburgh office of the Universal Portland Cement Company has
operated, comparatively little has been done in street work, due to the
great quantity of road work demanding our attention. It is evident, how-
ever, from such work as has been done and from the work carried on in the
territory v.est of the Ohio-Indiana line, that the design for concrete
streets should be similar to that used for concrete roads, with the excep-
tion of a curb or gutter. It is a mistake to believe that this curb should
be built separately from the remainder of the pavement. The integral curb
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built as a part of the pavement slab of tlie same mixture is recommended.
The estimating of the cost of concrete road vrork requires care-
ful attention to detail. Based on our studies we have accepted the
attached blank v/hich is proving very satisfactory for estimating the cost
of the work. Prom the standpoint of the contractor it would be better to
go into the matter even more carefully, taking up the actual number of men
and
that are required for each operation /_working out the estimate systemati-
cally and in detail.
In closing this portion of the discussion it may be well to
suggest that the promoter or the engineer v,ho is responsible for the writ-
ing of specifications and the building of roads should consider quality
first and cost second.

ESTIMA.TE OF COST OF OME COURSE COHCEETE PAVEiltElTT EXCLUSIVE OF CURBS
City or town Date
Name of road or street
7/idtli of Paveinent-Pt. ^Length of Pavement -Ft. ^^lo.of Sq.Yds.
Average Thickness of Concrete-In. Spacing of Transverse Jts.Ft.
MIXTURE - 1 CELLEM]; 2 Fine Aggregate; 5 Coarse Aggregate
IIATERLAL — llote: All unit costs should be for materials on job 1 Cost per
Allowing for hauling contingencies Sq.Yd. of
i pavement
Cement (1,74 bbls, per cu. yd. Cone.) bbls. at $ /^l^l.J
Pine Agg. (0.52 cu.yd. " " » ) Cu.Yd.at $ /cu^ydj
Coarse Agg. (0.77 " " " " ) " " ^ / "
]
Increase Pine and Coarse Aggregate dfi for loss I
Reinforcement at ^ / Sq.Yd, of Pavt. (Allow for lap) j
(ll-" X 6" at 5^ / Lin. Ft.) i
Unarraored Jts. _Ft. of Joint (^' x 9" at 3-|^ / lin.Ft. ) j
Steel Armored Jts. Ft. of Joint at / Lin.Ft. Incldg.FillerJ
Fuel and Oil at 1^ / Sq. Yd.
Water (25-SO Gals. / Sq. Yd.) About 2<^ per Sq.Yd.
LABOR
Laying Pavement at ^ / Sq.Yd. (Labor at 20^ per Hr.)
to
^ / " (Labor at 40$^ " " )
Hauling Cu.Yd. dirt for Pavt. covering at $ / Cu.Yd.
Labor and Materials / Sq.Yd.
Cost of Labor and Materials Sq. Yds. at $ / Sq.Yd.
Contractor's Profit & Contingencies at % of above
Cost of moving Equipment
Depreciation & Care of Equip. $ at 0.25% / day v^orked
Interest on Contractor's Certified Check
Cost of Construction Bond $ at ^ per $1,000,00_
Employer's Liability Insurance at | ^100 of payroll
Cost of Guarantee Bond or other Guarantee
NET BID
Adjustment for market value of Bonds
BID PRICE
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PAET IV.
THE METHODS OF MAIKTAUnUG CONDEETE PAVEMENTS
That portion of this thesis immediately preceding has dealt
with the details of construction which are designed to obtain a satisfactory
homogeneous concrete structure. But vrith -che best planning, with the most
careful supervision, and the most painstaking work on the part of the
contractor there are times when sticks, pieces of coal, and other foreign
material will appear in the surface of the pavement. There will be some
wearing of the joints and some cracking both transversely and longitudi-
nally. The maintenance of these blemishes at the proper time means a very
slight expense but economy in the end.
The blemishes in the road surface that must be maintained may be
divided as follows:
1. Joints and cracks.
2. Small holes due to foreign substance in the surface.
3. Depressions or holes from l/2 to 3/4 inch in depth,
4. Broken portions of the pavement requiring new concrete.
5. Poor work which for one reason or another will not v/ith-
stand the traffic.
Under the method of maintaining this last class might also be included the
restirfacing of concrete base which has been covered with other types of
wearing surface.
The maintenance of the joints and cracks has been most satisfactor-
ily carried out by filling them with hot coal tar after thoroughly cleaning
out all foreign materials, such as matted earth, broken stone, etc. This
is accomplished with a steel hook, usually held in a long wooden handle, or
with a bent steel bar, followed by a thorough sweeping with a steel or rattan
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broom. The tar is applied from a sprinlcliiig pot with the spout bent to
give the proper flow, or by a special tar pot such as is used in filling
joints of brick pavemen-cs. ITot only is the crack filled, but the tar is
allowed to spread over the cement for about one indli on each side. Coarse
sand or stone cxiips are spread on tne tar and combine with it to form a
mastic which resists the wear of traffic and protects the edges of the con-
crete,
!Ehe maintenance of small holes is accomplished in the same man-
ner. It is easy to obtain a satisfactory patch provided the surface of the
concrete is dry. In the maintenance of larger holes the sand is replaced
by stone from l/4 to i>/4 inches in size. The patch is made by mixing hot
tar and stone aggregate and ramming the material in place. Care mast be
talcen tiiat such a patch does not contain too much tar as otherwise it will
be objecxionably soft.
The expansion of concrete resulting in "cne slipping of one slab
past another sometimes causes the concrete to crush. Where this happens
it will be necessary to cut the concrete at a point where it is uninjured,
replace the joint strip, and place new concrete of the same mixture as the
original. The surface of this concrete should be protected with earth dur-
ing tne hardening period and if it is impossible to divert traffic the
space should be bridged. To insure against the slipping of one slab past
the other all cuts must be vertical. Rough edges of joints between the
patch and the remainder of the slab may be protected with a slight amount
of tar
The reconstruction of concrete pavements has been satisfactorily
accomplished by resurfacing with a reinforced layer 3 or 4 inches thick.
Two examples nave come to my notice; the one being the work carried on by
the Wayne County, Michigan, Road Commissioners, and the other the

resurfacing of a brick street in Beaver Palls, Pennsylvania, In both
cases a l:lg-:3 mix of concrete with 1^ inch coarse aggregate was used.
This opens up a new field in the reconstruction of old pavements regardless
of the type of wearing suirfaoe.
The most economical maintenance work can be secured from one or
two men equipped with a steel tar kettle on wheels in which the tar is
heated, and either a hand cart or a one horse wagon in wnich to carry the
stone, sand and tools. This maintenance wnich is necessary once, or at
most twice a year, is so economical that it is a mistake for any comraonity
having concrete roads to neglect to follow it out in detail.

P^T Y.
EELATION BETWEEN DESIGN, COKSTEUCTION
AND QUALITY OF COXEETE ROADS
It is the purpose of this portion of the thesis to discuss the
relation between the design, construction aaid quality of the road.
Reference has been made to the effect of quality of aggregates,
but the results of investjigations of individual roads are here given to
bring out these points more clearly. The South Eidge Eoad in Lake County,
Ohio, between Unionville and Painesville was built during 1914, 1915 and
1916. In the woife in Madison Township, built in 1914, a hard, cleaji,
silica pebble was used without reinforcing except thru the village of Madi-
son, v.here the street widened out to 50 feet. The section in Perry Town-
ship completed the following jrear was Duilt using an imported trap rock
aggregate and reinforcement. In Painesville Tovmship, due to the inability
to obtain trap rock, limestone was used in the surface. The pebble concrete
in Mad.ison Township has proven very brittle. H. P. Comings, County High-
way Superintendent of Lake Coujity, Ohio, stated in discussing this matter
that he believed that if the road hsid been reinforced it would have remained,
v/ithout maintenance, for many years to come. As might have been expected
with this peculiar type of aggregate, the pavement has cracked, the cracks
have opened and are beginning to spall. The application of a small amount
has
of tar to the cracks, howeverj/overcotae this difficulty. In Perry Town-
ship the road is in perfect condition. A fev; small hair cracks can be
discerned, out they have not opened up as the reinf'orcement is holding the
concrete in place.
Based on tnis and the experience in Portage County, Ohio, with
pavements built with crushed, air cooled Dlast furnace slag, which is a
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material combining toughness with lightness and softness, it is evident
tnat the relation between a slag concrete road and a concrete road using
trap rock for tne coarse aggregate is similar to the relation between a
Medina sandstone and a granite block pavement. An inspection of the pave-
ment in Portage County made last year was a surprise in that there appeared
to have been no wear, the pavement being uniform from end to end. It is
probable that there had been wear but that the pavement is wearing down
uniformly. On the other hand in the pavement in lake County using trap
rock as coarse aggregate, the mortar has worn down more rapidly than has
the trap rock and the pavement has the appearance of wearing rapidly, when
acDually the amount of wear is less than for -che softer aggregates. In
Roane County, West Virginia, a close grained sandstone has been used with
good success. In Huron County, Ohio, the Bellevue limestone used is so soft
that it would not pass any first class specifications for macadam, yet -cnese
roads are wearing much as do the slag roads, uniformly from end to end, not
going into holes nor showing pits.
Prom my experience, tiierefore, it would seem that large fairly
soft stone may be used for concrete roads. Undoubtedly, in macadam roads
the internal abrasion of the stone is as great as is the surface wear, while
in concrete the stone is held by a bed of mortar. It is irapossiole to lay
down any fixed rule that can be followed out for all parts of the country,
except to say that an aggregate which is clean and of uniform quality should
be used and tnat the mixture should be proportioned in accordance with the
gradation of the aggregate.
At various times there has been a tendency on tne part of repre-
sentatives of stone and slag companies to promote the use of their materials
in preference to pebbles for concrete roads, stating that the stone sections
cracked less than did the pebDle sections. Investigation of the National

Pike -woiild tend to confirm this if it were not for the fact that subgrade
and weather conditions were so different on different parts of the work.
Based on experience it is evident that since the best judgment of engineers
today requires that all pavements over 10 feet in width be reinforced and
since this method of constructionjp insures against the separation of the
parts of the pavement, there is no reason to differentiate between peboles
and slag or stone.
On a city street or a road which is subjected to enormous travel,
such as 21st Street, Chicago, East 21st Street, Cleveland, and East 89th
Street, Cleveland, only the best and hardest material should be used for
coarse aggregate. But the material mast be more than hard, it must be
tough, for it must resist the impact of horses' hoofs as well as of steel
tired venicles. Under such conditions as this I personally feel that trap
rock is to be preferred to granite because of the difference in structure,
although I realize that granite has been used for coarse aggregate extensive-
ly in the vicinity of Chicago and in the middle west. Due to the tendency
of granite to shatter under traffic when used in large sizes, the most sat-
isfactory size appears to be between l/2 and s/4 of an inch maximum.
But it is necessary to have large stones in the surface of a pave-
ment subjected to heavy traffic, in order that there may be sufficient Dody
to resist the impact. In the past the stone used has been if anything too
small. This applies particularly to pebbles which have usually had a maxi-
mum size of about 1^ inches. It would be better to increase their size
to two inches, and a certain amount of S|-inch stone is not objectionable if
the stone can be placed properly in the pavement. A stone wearing surface
thoroughly bonded with cement-sand mortar should be the aim of the engineer
and contractor.
The condition of concrete roads which liave been in service for a
i.
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number of years shows conclusively tixat drainage is the most important
factor entering into the construction of the subgrade. This is well
illustrated by the Thorns Run and Oakdale Eoad in Allegheny County, Pennsyl-
vania, where there were last fall only tv;o cracks in the first 1^ miles,
while in the remaining mile, the cracks were numerous. The method em-
ployed in taking care of the water on this road has been discussed earlier,
and it is only necessary to mention the fact that the portion which has
not cracked is that on which the drainage was well taken care of.
In heavy clay soil, or T;here it is impractical to lower the
h^raulic gradient, so tliat the subgrade is saturated at times, the best
that the engineer can do is to remove the surface water as rapidly as it
appears. The Carrolton-Kilbuck Road in Cattaraugus County, New Yorl-:,
is an example of the effect of poor drainage. An inspection made in
1915 showed the hill side to be so full of water that small fountains were
showing themselves at all cracks and joints. Had care been taken in the
draining of this road and the catching of the water before it reached the
subgrade, much of the cracking would have been eliminated. A wet subgrade
naturally freezes, and with the frost action there is readjustment of the
slabs. This readjustment v/ill often be taken up at the joints witliout be-
coming noticeable, but may prove to be objectionable.
From what has been said before, it is evident that in the con-
struction of concrete roads there is a movement of the slabs, due first to
the inability to obtain a uniform subgrade, and second, to subsequent
change in volume of the subgrade due to presence of water. It is probable
that we never v/ill be able to do away entirely with the non uniformity of
the subgrade, as the work now in place v/as doubtless completed v.ith as
much care in subgrade construction as may be expected in the future. But
the second cause for movement can be overcome. The v.ater must be caught
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before it reaches the road in order that the soil v/ill not expand and
the frost action distnirb the pavement.
Longitudinal cracks probably do not occur from contraction or
expansion but from flexure strains, as is shov;n by the fact that in any
badly cracked road, the cracked slabs are found together and those not
cracked are also in groups of from two to ten or more. Transverse cracks
apparently have little relation to drainage except as they may be due to
flexure set up by the heaving of slabs. It is probable that transverse
cracks are largely due to tensile stress set up by contraction combined
with friction of the slab on the subgrade. The readjustment or movement
of slabs in a ver"cical direction is local. This coraoined v.ith a greater
saturation of some slabs than others may result in greater expansion of
certain slabs. Added to this may be a grade or a restrained slab. There
nOTy- exists a condition that needs only a slanting joint to make for rup-
ture. If moisture and frost give the needed upvvard thrust one slab
slips past the other. In time they may return. Many slabs do not re-
hovrever
tum/for the expansive force is cumulative, coming from a number of slabs,
while the contractive force cannot operate beyond one slab. These \musual
strains are caused by so many factors over which the constructor has no
control that the road cannot be designed as a slab with known support can.
A study of specific roads seems to bear out the belief that rein-
forcement is economical on all roads over 10 feet in width. Reference should
again be made to the South Ridge Road ouilt in Lake County, Ohio, in 1914
without reinforcement, which has 77 percent of the slabs cracked, and the
Lake River Road built the same year and crossing the former at Madison,
which has 55 percent of the slabs cracked. The South Ridge Road built in
1915 using reinforcement shows only 6 percent of the slabs cracked either
longitudinally or transversely and none of unese slabs have opened
(
sufficiently to abrade under traffic. The effectiveness of reinforce-
ment is also shown by its successful use on slabs on the South Ridge Road
built in 1914 wlxere the subgrade was particularly soft or the drainage
I)Oor, Hone of the slabs so reinforced have cracked, although the unrein-
foroed slabs on both sides have. In the village of Madison, Ohio, wnere
the road widens to 50 feet and v/nere the construction was the same as on
the South Ridge Road except for reinforcement, there are no cracks that can
be seen in riding over it. There are tliree very small iiair cracks which
can be picked out by close inspection. Reinforcement, therefore, has
proven itself economical and "che experience of Lake County is not different
from that of other sections of tne state and country. Reference might
also be made to the Cleveland-Sandusky Road in Erie County, Ohio, started
in 1914 without reinforcement and completed in 1916 using a reinforcement
of rods. Here the same relation exists between the reinforced and unrein-
forced sections.
Huron County, Ohio, offers an interesting study on the relation
between cross section and v;idth and longitudinal and transverse cracks.
This county has completed between 1912 and 1916 over 74 miles of concrete
roads. Their experience demonstrates that there is a great difference
between the number of longitudinal cracks in a 10 foot road and in a 16
foot road. Their standard design for a 10 foot road requires a uniform
thickness of 6 inches ouilt on one side of the highway sloping from the
center of the highway toward the ditch. Drainage, therefore, is necessarily
poor as there often is a rut holding water at one edge of the road. The
16 foot roads are usually 6 inches thick at the sides and 8 inches at the
center built on a flat subgrade. They are placed in the center of the
road with every advantage as far as drainage is concerned. Reference to
the condition survey of the Portland Cement Association on roads in this
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county show only 12 fine longitudinal cracks on the 10 foot roads, inhere
are transverse craolcs, the design of the pavement having called for joints
at 50 foot intervals. On the Oberlin-Norv/alk Road, built in 1914, 16
feet wide, v,ithout reinforcement, 40 percent of the slabs are cracked
longitudinally and another section of the same road built at the same time
has 35 percent of the slabs cracked longitudinally, v/hile still another
section has 14 percent of the slabs cracked. As against this should be
put the Old State Road, ouilt in 1912, 10 feet V7ide, which has no longitud-
inal cracks and the Hettle Road, approximately one mile long, which has four
longitudinal cracks. On the Monroeville-Chicago Junction Road built in
1913, 4 slabs are cracked out of a total of 2,300 feet, while in the sec-
tion built in 1914, 4 slabs are cracked longitudinally in a length of
9,700 feet. In Portage County, Ohio, the 12 foot roads have snovvn a
number of longitudinal cracks but it is evident tliat the cracking is not
as great as on the 16 foot roads.
The effect of thickness of concrete on longitudinal and transverse
cracking is interestingly shown on the Tov/nsend Road in Huron County, Ohio,
which is part of Main Market Road Ho. 1 on which the Oberlin UoCT>/alk Road
referred to above is located. During 1911 a contract was awarded for the
improvement of tnis piece of road with a 12 foot v/aterbound macadam roadway,
and the lower course for about one half of the contract was placed before
cold weather. It was then decided to build the road of concrete and a 4
inch unreinforced concrete surface was placed on the macadam base. Hhe
remainder of tne road was constructed with a pavement 6 inches in tnickness.
There appears to have been more cracking both longitudinally and transverse-
ly on the 4 inch section tnan on the 6 inch section, even though the latter
is on a heavy clay subgrade.
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The roads built in Ohio in 1912 v/ere designed with a uniform
tnicloiess of 6 inches, both the subgrade and the surface being crowned
to 1/4 inch to the foot. It was evident in the spring of 1912 that this
thickness at the crown was insufficient and the specifications were changed
to require the roads to be built on a fiat subgrade. A minimum thickness
of 6 inches has been used except where reinforced, when the minimum was
reduced to 5|- inches. This construction is proving excellent, except
for longitudinal cracks which have made it necessary to add reinforcement.
Experimental sections on the National Pike constructed in 1914
and 1915 in Licking and Muskingum uounties, Ohio, v/ere built with slab
lengths of from 25 to 200 feet. These experiments showed that concrete
will crack transversely every 25 to 30 feet and that it is probably easier
to maintain a joint than to maintain a crack. At the same time the cost
of installing joints is sufficiently great to make the reduction of the
number or even their elimination reasonable and economical in country road
construction.
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PART VI.
COITOLUSION
Prom the study of concrete roads which has been the "basis of
the foregoing, it appears that the Standard Specifications for Concrete
Roads, Streets and Alleys of the American Concrete Institute can safely
be taken as a guide by any engineer designing this type of improvement.
The minimum thiclmess of concrete should be 6 inches except ujider excep-
tional conditions, or where reinforced this thiclmess may be reduced to
5 inches. The proportions will range from l:l|-;3 to 1:2:3 depending
upon the material available. Reinforcement should be used on all roads
over 10 feet in width. Unless the engineer is sure that he can thor-
oughly drain the subgrade he will do well to continue the use of joints
with tnin filler spaced at a distance of from 35 to 65 feet.



